
NOTE: This shield does not prevent the user from getting COVID-19. The shield is an auxiliary accessory that improves 
protection against possible contagions, as long as you use blue face mask and follow the recommendations issued 
by the WHO to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission. This shield has optical imperfections that do not affect the 
visual field. *Recomended for single use

RPET PREMIUM SUSTAINABLE FACE SHIELD: 
with FDA virgin PET outer layer, ANTIFOG on 

both sides and a thickness of 0.015 in

STANDARD FACE SHIELD: RPET, FDA, with
ANTIFOG on the inner part of the face shield,

and with a thickness of 0.015 in

•Made with RPET (RECYCLED PET)
•Less than 4 interferences per in2
�Anti-fog on both face
�FDA
• Premium foam 4.7 in long, 1.18 in deep and 
1 in wide

•Made with RPET (RECYCLED PET)
�More economic
•Less than 4 interferences per in2
�Anti-fog on the inner face
�FDA
• Foam 4.7 in long, 1.18 in deep and 1 in wide

www.wowgroup.com/medical

WOW Group Medical
Introducing our two

medical shield options

�Suitable for use with glasses
• 23.6 in premium elastic cord  to fit snugly around the head 

Assembly instructions
(Does not include blue face mask)

Contact: +52 555822-8000

Cleaning and disinfection procedure (optional) 
1- Note: Washing the face shield removes anti-fog properties.
2- Thoroughly wash the face shield with water and liquid soap.
3- Dry with paper or a soft clean cloth.
4- Disinfect the shield and sponge with alcoholic solution with a minimum of 70% alcohol.
Do not use chlorine because it can dull the face shield
5- Repeat the external face cleaning procedure after wearing the face shield.

Instructions:
1) Remove parts from the packaging.
2) Do not touch the surface of the face shield, take it from the corners. Place it on the bag.
3) Peel the protective tape off the sponge.
4) Glue the sponge centered between the two holes, 0.4 in from the edge of the face shield.
Press the sponge firmly across its entire length on a flat surface for 10 seconds.
5) Open the holes, Pass the rubber band between both holes and go around to tie it with a knot to comfort.
6) Place the face shield with the sponge on your forehead and adjust both straps as needed. 

1- Standard 2-   Sustainable


